
W
e participate in an ecology of some 50,000 species
that inhabit the air, land and sea in the region we call
Georgia Basin. We share this space with most of the

non-human species of the province upon whom we depend for
our quality of life. But times are changing, for better and for
worse, and if we are to look our grandchildren and great-
grandchildren in the eyes, we need to act now to change and
adapt the profligate attributes of our lifestyles.

The term terroir in agriculture, most notably in cheese and
wine-making, includes all the physical, chemical and biological
attributes of soil, geography, climate, and native resident
species that create the environment and characterize all crops.
This termmay also be applied to how environmental forces and
cultural practices combine to generate the flavour of a region—
a sense of place. Local awareness does not imply borders and
barriers to other regions and lifestyles. Rather, I think of it as a
naturalist might approach a glen of aspen—having its own
characteristics but able to be entered and experienced for itself.

I remember my great disappointment as a 20-year-old
driving fromOntario to Florida on finding such homogeneity in
culture—dress, music, commerce, language, food and housing.
We only have to travel to Europe to appreciate variations in the
cultures as we pass through each region of that rich and ancient
continent. Such diversities will be increasingly important in
choosing and inventing our way forward in the now uncertain
future—climate change, political change, soaring energy costs
and turbulent cultural adjustments. We will need to examine
our practices in detail andmake new and enduring changes.

Naming Our Terroir
The aboriginal peoples, who have lived on these islands long
before European contact, some 250 years ago, did not have a
single name for the area in their languages; researchers have
categorized their cultures under the name ‘Salish’. It now seems
fitting to adopt that name to characterize the unique and
diverse region we call home.

Native and immigrant cultures have developed different
concepts of Spirit and Creation and it is in this diversity that we
may seek to find the keys to a satisfying future. Do any of these
fundamental myth systems have the richness to guide us now
that our population is so much larger? Perhaps some of our

grandparent’s methods will shine as well. We will find out as we
seek to discover better ways of living in harmony with the earth
and its non-human populations.

What ‘The Good Life’ series of very diverse articles proposes
over the next months is to invite and inspire readers to join us
in envisioning our local future. If I may paraphrase: ‘Think
locally, think globally, then begin what you can.’ Forget waiting
for perfection, everything can be adjusted along the way. And
then, using this venue, share whatever you do. Exchange of
ideas—great, small, practical, poetic—is vital to encourage and
inspire each other.

A great place to begin thinking about the Islands is the
astonishing ‘map’ book: Islands in the Salish Sea, A
Community Atlas, edited by Judi Stevenson and Sheila
Harrington, Touchwood Editions, 2005, $44.95 (or try your
local library). This portrait of seventeen islands in the Salish
Sea in all their beauty, diversity and fragility is the work of over
3,000 Islanders, from Saturna to Cortes. It will open your eyes
in a newway.

Individually and as communities we can choose to move
ahead in step with the changes that will come to our region. We
can choose to be that change; perhaps by planting new species of
trees, shrubs, and crops that suit the coming climate; monitoring
our wells and cisterns for annual level fluctuations; or choosing
food for distance of transportation and reduced pesticide
content.

In any case, choices will be made! Will they be made by the
people who live here or by corporate efficiencies blind to the
wealth and characteristics of our region? But long ago I
discovered that just because something is legal, or is standard
business practice, doesn’t necessarilymean that it is right.

Not only must we move to a better life, because pollution
and habitat degradation are not sustainable, we can do so. If we
so chose, you and I are the Salish Sea’s future.

Peter Judd is a member of the Islands Sustainability Initiative (ISUNI)
on Mayne Island which is creating a book from this Island Tides
dialogue. Readers responses, ideas, and critique as well as footnotes,
amendments, errata, pictures, video, web links and sundries will be
made available at on the group’swebsite as the project proceeds.

A first response, from Island Tides editorial last edition, is seen in the
article ‘DividedHighway Islands-style’ byChris Scott, on page 13.�
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